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Question: 1
Which statement is FALSE about an EndPoint security Protected Configuration?
A. All resources are protected by at least one pre-logon check
B. Different resources can be protected by different pre-logon checks
C. Resources can be required to pass more than one pre-logon check
D. Within one pre-logon sequence some checks can be used to protect resources and other
checks can restrict access to the logon screen
Answer: A
Question: 2
Which statement is true regarding Portal Access: Access Control Lists?
A. ACL's can be applied to the Master Group and Favorites.
B. ACL's can prevent favorites from being viewable from the Webtop.
C. ACL's require that an Active X component be downloaded and installed automatically when
the user clicks on a favorite.
D. Un-checking "show administrator defined favorites only" on the Master Group settings page
will allow the user to browse to any URL regardless of the configured ACL's.
Answer: A
Question: 3
Based on the pre-logon sequence in the exhibit,

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.)
A. If the file c:\logon.txt exists, and the process calc.exe is not running, the client will be presented
with a logon screen.
B. If the file c:\logon.txt exists, and the process calc.exe is not running, the client will be logged
into the FirePass controller.
C. If the file c:\logon.txt does not exist, and the process calc.exe is running, the client will be
presented with a logon screen.
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